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The Green Thumb Collection:
A Future Farmer’s Book Collection for Practical Knowledge
I am a grower. I cultivate vegetables, but more important than the
actual vegetables I harvest, I’m cultivating my knowledge of agriculture. To
become a successful farmer you have to have a grasp on such disparate
subjects as botany and marketing.
The road from suburbia to becoming an aspiring young farmer took me
all around the world. But books provided the catalyst for turning a hobby into
my future career.
I grew up in the northern suburbs of Chicago, where all is neat and
immaculate. Lawns are for perfect carpets of grass and sprinklers. The
names of trees are only familiar as street names.
Despite the sterile landscape of the suburbs, I developed a love for the
outdoors at a young age. My parents encouraged this love for the outdoors by
taking my older sister and I to many national parks during our childhood. I
understood the city, the suburbs like my town, and the national parks…but
farmland? It would take me until into my third decade to appreciate
farmland and the importance of agriculture in all of our lives.
For my junior year last year, I went on a multiple country,
comparative study abroad program that took me to India, Tanzania, New
Zealand and Mexico. We were studying global environmental and social
issues through the lens of local issues. We visited countless farms, hearing
farmer after farmer preaching the gospel of sustainable agriculture.
During our time in India, I spent two weeks at a biodynamic farm in
Maharashtra, India. The family practiced Gandhian principles in their daily
life and during the week living with them I grew accustomed to their rhythm
and the purposefulness of all of their actions. The father of the family allowed
me to cultivate my own plot during my week there, and I got down in the soil
planting garlic and spinach. In my final days on the farm, the seeds were
already sprouting. Looking back, it really could be a metaphor for my
sprouting interest in taking agriculture more closely to my heart.
Agriculture is the obvious interface between our social and
environmental worlds. It’s how we get our sustenance from the land we so
often forget we live on. If you realize how countries like the United States
have an obesity epidemic while other parts of the world face issues of
malnourishment, you realize that something is amuck with the global trends
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in agriculture. We have more people incarcerated in the United States than
farmers. And the average age of those few farmers is 57. It’s time for young
people like me to step up and devote our lives to growing food for others, and
trying to make a living from it.
But you don’t start by buying land. You start by reading books. During
the New Zealand portion of my study abroad program, I would sneak away by
myself to the public library of Wellington to read gardening books. Garden
design books. Production books. Soil science books. Anything I could get my
hands on to get started. But I was impatient. I didn’t have my own space yet
to cultivate.
When I returned home from study abroad, I proposed to my parents
that I could grow vegetables in the front yard. My parents are good sports,
and they let me take over approximately 200 square feet of our front lawn
and turn it into my first vegetable garden. It could be called “full-frontal
gardening” in the suburbs. Finally, I could begin applying some of the tricks
and methods I had been reading about for months.
What so excites me about these books is that I can rarely read more
than 10 pages without wanting to jump out of my seat and run outside to do a
project. What’s better than books leading to action? There is an obvious
relationship between reading about a great new project to construct cold
frames (ground-level green houses) and wanting to get outside and do it. So
many of my readings in University cover abstract concepts and ideas, but
gardening and farming is literally rooted in the ground, and that connection
to the earth just feels right.
My interest in agriculture is both a reaction to feeling alienated from
the living world around us, and a genuine passion for making my life work be
towards tangibly creating a better world for both humans and the
environment. Agriculture is not some romanticized lifestyle, as Eliot Coleman
warns in his final chapter of The New Organic Grower. Each farmer must
become a polymath, able to deftly swing from discipline to discipline.
This book collection may be only about one year old, but
my career in agriculture is taking off just as there is a burgeoning movement
of urban gardens and farms. Many young people are choosing to cultivate
land for their livelihood. There are centuries worth of knowledge, and books
provide the necessary leap pad to begin understanding all the various
components of agriculture. I am currently in a Beginning Farmer Training
Program, an apprenticeship through the Chesapeake Alliance for Sustainable
Agriculture. I am apprenticing at a family farm in Joppa, Maryland called
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Flying Plow Farm, which utilizes horse-powered machinery to reduce fossil
fuel use in food production. I am on a team helping establish the Blue Jay’s
Perch: Community Garden at Johns Hopkins Eastern, a quarter acre site
right here in the city of Baltimore which will cultivate sustainable food and
new relationships between Johns Hopkins affiliates and our Baltimore
neighbors.
My book collection has allowed me to cultivate my initial knowledge of
food production, and I look forward to a lifelong learning process of
continually augmenting this practical knowledge through farming. I am
certain my book collection will continue to grow as my practical knowledge
and experience of farming does too.
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